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Abstract 
Let Hr(lF) (lF =良，C,lHI) be the space of Hermitian matrices, and we consider 
the bounded symmetric domain DC Hr(lFf. In this article we present a result on 
the computation of the weighted Bergman inner product on D of a polynomial on 
the subspace Hr, (lF)① Hr" (lF) and an exponential function on Hr (lF). Also, as an 
application, we present a result on explicit construction of intertwining operators 
from representations of Sp(r, 股） to those of the subgroup U(r', r"). 
1 lntrod uction 
Throughout the paper let lF :=良，Cor IHI, and write 
Hr= Hr(lF) :={XE Mr(lF) IX= X*}, 
幻＝的(lF):={XE Hr(lF) I positive definite}, 
屈＝屈(lF):= Hr(lF)露 C, M;,q = M, 贔(lF): = Mp,q (lF)露 C.
For XE屈(JF),let X be the C-conjugate of X with respect to the real form Hr(lF), 
and for X E Mp,q(lF), let X* be the lF-conjugate transpose of X. We extend X→ X* 
C-linearly to the map M;,q(JF)→ M品(JF).Also we write d = dim艮lFso that d E {1, 2, 4}, 
and write n = dim以凡(JF)= r +尉(r-1). 
Next let D C H~be the bounded symmetric domain given by 
D :={XE H~I J -XX ispositive definite}. 
Then for f, g E O(D), the weighted Bergman inner product is given by 
〈f,g〉入：=C入jf (X)g(X) det(J -XX)入—与 dX,
D 
where we set 
C入：= (! det(J -XX)た訂x)=;;;II 1 「（入— ~(j -1)) 
D た 1r (入—門― ~(j -1))' 
Here we omit the definition of det(J -XX) for lF = lHI case. Then this converges for al 
polynomials if入＞翌ー 1.Let払 (D)C O(D) be the corresponding Hilbert space. Then 
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Sp(r皇） (lF=股）
the uni vernal oove,ing gcoup G of G~{ U (r, r) (IF~C) ads unitarily on叩 D).Foe 
S0*(4r) (lF=IHI) 
example, when lF = C, G = U(r, r), the action is given by, for入1+入2=入，
Tふ入2(iり） 1) f(X) 
: = det(A* + XB*)―入1det(CX + D)―入2f ((AX+ B)(CX + D)―1) . 
We note that det(A*+XB*)ー入1det(CX +D戸 isnot well-defined on G x D ifふ，ふ茫乙
but is well-defined on the universal covering space G x D. 
Next we consider the decomposition of P(H~) := {holomorphic polynomials on H門
First we recall the determinant det (X) on H臼JF).This is a polynomial of degree r 
satisfying 
det(gXが） = det(gg*) det(X) (g E G L(r, !Ff, X E H臼IF).
WhenlF =股orC, this is the usual determinant, and even for lF = lHI case such polynomial 
also exists. Then form= (m1, .. ,mr) E zr with m1::,: ・・:,: mr :, 0, we define 
△叫X)E P(Hりby
r-1 
△叫X):= det(xrr IT <let ((xij)i<::i,j<::k)匹—叫+1'
k=l 
and let 
囮 (Hり：= span {△叫gXが） g E GL(r, JFf} c P(Hり．
Then we have the following. 
Theorem 1.1 (Hua-Kostant-Schmid, [3, Theorem XI.2.4]). 
P(Hり= E0 ぬ (Hり．
m12…2mr2D 
We define another inner product (the Fischer inner product) on P(Hりby
〈f,g〉F:= g (以） f (X) X=O =~Lf f(X)諏 e―tr(XX)dx
(see [3, Section XI.1]), and for入EIC, m = (m1, .. , mr) E (Z:::oY, we write 
（心＝打（入— ~(j -1)' 
j=l m; 
（入）m=入（入+1)・・・（入+m -1). 
Then we have the following. 
Theorem 1.2 (Faraut-Koranyi (1990), [3, Corollary XIIl.2.3]). For f =~f m, g = 
~gmE ④和(Hり =P(屈） we have 
m m 




Next we recall the reproducing kernel of〈・,.〉F・Itis given by etr(XA), that is, 
〈f(X),etr(X万）〉F= f(A) (f E P(H罰
holds. Therefore, for f, g E P(Hりwehave 
〈f,g〉入＝〈f(X),〈g(A),etr(A天）い〉入x=〈j(X),etr(X万）〉入x'g(A)〉F,A
That is, f c-+〈f,etr(可）〉 doesnot lose any information. Moreover, by the result of 
入
Faraut-Kor紐yi,we get the following. 
Corollary 1.3. For f = L fm E任汀袖(Hり=P(H臼wehave 
m m 
〈f,etr(瓦）入= L 1 
叩こ…2':m之。（入）m
知(A).
Now let r = r'+ r", and define Proj1 : 応→ H~, Proj2: 応→ H~, by 
Projl (;. ;) := x, Proj2 (;. ;) := z. 
Then again by the Hua-Kostant-Schmid theorem we have 
P(H~)= 〶和(H~),
k12'. …：： kr12'.0 





(!1 E 冗(H~), h E乃(Hiり）．
This is computable if k = (k, .. , k)so that P(k, …，k) (H~) = C det(x)k. In the rest of this 
paper we assume this. 
2 Main result and applications 
We fix some notations. For X, A E犀 wewrite X = (:. ~), A = (; ~) with 
x, a E H~, y, b E M応1,z,c E犀 Next,for k E Z2:o we write k.r := (k, .. , k).Also, we 
ヽ
identify l = (lい...'し） E zr" and (li, .. , lr", 0, .. , 0)E zr, so that 
（入）い＝（入）(k+/i, .,k+lr",k, . ,k) = fi(入— ~(j -l)t+りj=リ+1(入— ~(j -l)t 
加lds. Next, for 1 E官"with li~... ~Zr"~0 and for f(z) E A(H~,), we define 
fm,n(z, c) E Pm(H名）⑭丸(H幻 by
J(z + c)= 
?? L fm,n(z, c). 
m12'. ・2'.mr12'.0n1 
This is a finite sum since fm,n(z, c) = 0 if1ml + lnl =J Il. Then the main result is as 
follows. 
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det(a)k a k 
＝ （入）にldet(cー がa―lb)→＋号det(―) det(c -b*a―lb)入+k-可(c) (A) 8c 
（入—紅')
l:ir" det(a)k L (-k)m = (入）l:ir+I m (入—尉')m~い (b*a―1b-c, c) (B) 
（入—印') k い+k-尉＇）～




!:i, det(a)k L(-k)m (入+k-2r)い (b*a―1b,c). (D) 
n 






= (入）出+I い―〗,;t互(-k)m(入十 k-~r't 〈det(a)kfm,n (b*a―1い），det(a)げ(c)〉F,A







（入）出+Iい―尉tdet(a)勺(c) . F,A 
Corollary 2.2. Let Re入＞翌ー l,k E Z2:o, l E zr", li 2: ・・ 2:lr" 2: 0. Then for 
fE乃（犀）， wehave 
2 いー尉＇） 2 
det(x)勺(z) = 
入，X (入）い（入—尉t幻 +t det(a)勺(c)F,A. 
Now we assume l = (l,.. , l),f (z) = det(z)Z. We define w町z)E Pm(H;,) by 
こ炉(z)= etr(z) 
m12'. …2'.mr112'.0 
When r" = 1 we have炉 (z)= ;¼rz匹 Also, form = (m1, .. , mr"), we write mv := 
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(m己・・．，叫）. Then by [3, Proposition XIl.1.3] we have 
f(z + c) = det(z +cl= det(c)1 <let (I+嘉―1疇―1)!
=det(c)1 L (-l)lml(-l)m忙 (vc―lzyc―1)
m1:C: ・2'.mr"ミ0
E ④ Pm(H~ り）墨 Pfr11-mv(H~,)w,
m12': …2':mr1吝0
and therefore f 1 m,l 11-mv(z,c) = (-l)lml(-l加det(c)1wm(、;― z、;-) holds. When r" = 
1 this coincides with the usual binomial expansion 
(z+c)l=clfo (-1):~-l)m ピ）m = to (-1):~-l)m戸Cl-m









（入— ~r')位J入 +k ― ~r')
fr" det(a)k det(c)1 L 
= (入）出Hr1(入ー和'¥r" m (-入 -k-l+~r'+~)m
x炉 (vc―1『a―lbふ―1)
（入—店） det(a)k det(c)I 
旱 II
= (入） （入炉）
区 (-k)叫ー l)m 炉（咋―1『a―lbご）
ふ+fr1 ―2 fr1 m(-入 -k-l+~)m
（入+l-り）
= kr" det(a)k det(c/ L (-k加(-l)m




（入） fr, det(a)k det(c)1 
x区 (-k)叫ー l)m 炉 (vc―1『a―lb嘉―1). 
m (-入 -k-l+~)m
Now we write 
~(a)(~)~)m炉(z) =: 2F1 (¥(3;z). 
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00 
When r" = l this is the usual hypergeometric function L (a加(3)m戸.Then the above 
m=。b)mm!
result is summarized as follows. 
Corollary 2.3. Let Re入＞竺ー l,k, l E Z:: ゜.Then we have 
〈det(x)kdet(z/, etr(X万）〉 （入+l-附r')位"(>. + k -~r"\r, 
入，x= (入）k+l 
r 
x det(a)k det(c)位F1( -k -l _入-k-l十一niふ―1『a―lbふ―1 . ）
Remark 2.4. This 2凡 coincideswith a special case of Heckman-Opdam's hypergeometric 
functions of type BCr" (Beerends-Opdam, 1993 /1}). 
This work is motivated by branching laws for the symmetric pairs 
(G,Gリ ~{i瓢~~~!嘉\~;.;·〗 U(r'',r')) i!: 喜：
(S0*(4r), U(2r', 2r")) (lF = lHI). 
We look at the example lF = C. In this case, as representations of U(r') x U(r') and 
U(r") x U(r") we have 
P(H~) = ① Pk(H~),::,, 〶 vt)V図vJr'l,
k1:C:・:0:kr, :0 k12'. -2'.kr12'.0 
P(H幻＝ ④ 乃(H~,) c:- €) (r")v (r") V I 図VI . 
l之…2'.lr12'.0 l之…~lr"~O
Here we omit the definition of notations. According to this decomposition, it is known 
that the restriction of the unitary representation凰叫D叫 ofU(r, r) to the subgroup 
U(r', r") x U(r", r') is decomposed as 




(see [6, Theorem 8.3]). Now we take following functions 
fi(x) E (疇） 0 vt)v図vt))U(r')xU(r')' 
応） E (乃（犀）R叩 ")V図叩"))U(r")xU(r") 
which are unique up to scalar multiple, and define a vector-valued polynomial F(A) E 
P(H~, Vf)v 図 vfl 図 ½(r")v 図叩"l) by 
F(A) :=〈etr(XA)'Ji(x)h(z)〉．
入，X
Then the following holds. 
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Theorem 2.5 ([1, Theorem 3.10 (1)]). The following map intertwines the U(r', r") x 
以”’r , r)-action. 
F: 闊叫Dr,r)→叩叫Dr',r",vJr')v図叩”））図叩叫Dr",r',v;(r")v図vJが），
和 (Y1如） =F昌）r.p(X) x=z―° い=(; り）
Especially, if k = (k, .. , k), I= (l, .. , l),then up to scalar multiple we have 
F (: b;) = det(a)k det(c)位Fi(—入—=-:,-=-:+~;ye― 1妬a―1b1vc―1)'
and therefore the following holds. 
Corollary 2.6. The following map intertwines the U(r', r") x U(r", r')-action. 
F: 加心（加）→加1+k)+(入2+l)(Dが，r")図加+l)+(入2+k)(Dr11,r1),
匹 (Y1如） =F昌）<p(X) x=z=O い=(: り）
Remark 2. 7. There are previous works on differential symmetry breaking operators by, 
e.g., 
• Cohen (1975) /2}: (SL(2, 瞑） x SL(2, 瞑），SL(2,恥），
• Peng-Zhang {2004) /12}: (G x G, G) (G: Hermitian), 
• Juhl (2009) /5}: (SO。(1,n), S00(1, n -1), 
• Ibukiyama-Kuzumaki-Ochiai (2012) [4/: (Sp(2n晨），Sp(n皇） x Sp(n晨），
• Kobayashi-0rsted-Somberg-Soucek (2015) /8}: (SO。(p,q), SOo(P, q -1), 
• Kobayashi-Pevzner (2016) /9, 10}: (SO。(2,n), SO。(2,n-1)), (Sp(n皇），Sp(n-1,罠）
X Sp(l皇）， (U(n,1) x U(n, 1), U(n, 1), 
• Kobayashi-Kubo-Pevzner (2016) /7}: (0(1, n), 0(1, n -1) (vector-valued case). 
The result in this paper deals with (Sp(r, 恥），U(r',r")), (U(r, r), U(r', r") x U(r", r') and 
(S0*(4r), U(2r', 2r")) cases. 
We have another motivation. Although the weighted Bergman inner product 
〈fふ =C入jf (X)g(X) det(I -XX)入告dX
D 
originally converges only when Re入＞翌ー 1,this is meromorphically continued for al 
入E(C since 
〈f,g〉入= L 1 
m臼 ・・2mr20IJj=l (入— ~(j -1))叫 〈fm,g叫F
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holds, and is positive definite if入＞判r-l). Moreover, 0入(D)k= P(Hりisreducible 2 d . if and only if入isa pole, and if入Eぅ(J-1) -Z~0 holds, then 
Mい）：＝〶 Pm(Hり (j = 1,2, .. , r)
叫：：…：：mr2".0 
叫碍(j-1) —入
are non-trivial submodules. Also, when 入 =~(j -1) (j = 1, 2, .. , r), this pairing 
becomes positive definite if it is restricted on the submodule Mj (~(j -1), and makes it 
infinitesimally unitary. For example, let lF = (C so that d = 2. !hen~ 入(D屈 isreducible 
if and only if入EZ.::r-l holds, and has a sequence of (u(r, r), U(r) x U(r))-submodules 
叩 D)tcコM心）コ Mr-I(入）コ・・・コ Mmax{入，0}+1(入）コ {O}.
叩 D)tcfor入>r -1 and Mi (j-1) (j = 1,2, .. , r)are infinitesimally unitary. 
In which submodule a polynomial is contained is determined by the order of poles of 
〈f,g〉入.That is, for f E P(Hりandfor p E zr, Pi 2・ ・ ・2 Pr 2 0,if 
心〈f,etr(瓦）入＝リ（入— ~(j -l)tj〈f,etr(瓦）〉入
is holomorphic for al入E(C, then for j = 1, ... ,r we can show that f EM_い） holds for 
入 E~(j -1) -Pi―Z:: 〇・
Now, fork E Z:: ゜， 1E zr", li 2・.. 2 lr" 2 0,we definep(k,l) E zr by 
p(k, 1) := r -r 
[k + l, .. , k + /,, 戸，min{k,l,), .. , min{k, い｝）｛ k + li,.. , k+ lr, min { k + lr,+ 1,l1}, .. , min { k + lr", lr" -r'}, 
Then the following holds. 
Corollary 2.8. For f E A(H~,), 
min{k, lr"-r'+I}, .. , min{k, lr"}) 
（入）p(k,1)〈det(x)げ(z),etr(X万）〉入，X
is entirely holomorphic with respect to入E(C_ 
(r'::: r"), 
(r'< r"). 
From this we can determine the submodules containing Pkr, (H~) 0 A(H~,). 
3 Proof of the corollary on poles 
In this section we prove Corollary 2.8. First we prove this for r'?". r" case. Then by (B) 
of Theorem 2.1 we have 
〈det(x)勺(z),etr(XA)〉＝ （入—尉') (-k)m 入，X (入） kr"det(atL Lfm,n(『a―1b-c, c) k +I m い—尉') n m 
1 (-k)m 
= (入）虹+Idet(at~ い―紅')m~い(『a―1b-c, c). 
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Now we recall that for f(z) E Pi(H~,) we write 
f(z + c) =区fm,n(z,c) E 〶和(H~,) Q?i冗(H幻．
m,n mn ，
Then we can show that江 fm,n(z,c) =/ 0 implies mj :S lj, and (-k)m =/ 0 implies mj :S k. 
Now for入EC,s E er, m E (Z:o:ot we write 
（入+s)m:= l(入 -~(j-l)+sj)叫












x ど (k) 入 d m~min{いI} - m (-2r'+ m) min{幻 l}-m~い（『a―1b-c, c) 
det(a)k d -= --L (-k)m (入 2r'+m) Lfm,n (がa―1b-c, c), （入）p(k 1) , m~min{fs.r" ,I} min{位,,1}-mn 
and therefore (入）p(k,1)〈det(xtf(z), etr(XA)〉 isholomorphic. 
入，X
Next we prove the corollary for r'< r" case. In this case, since江 fm,n(b*a―1b-c,c) 
in Theorem 2.1 (B) are not linearly independent, we use (C), so that 
〈det(x)kf(z), etr(X冗）〉
入，X
（入— ~r') （入+k -~r') _ 
n kr" det(a)k L 
= (入）kr+I n い― ~r') m 喜，n(『a―1b,c-『バ）
n 




L(入 2r'+n) 喜，n(がa―1b,c-b*a-1b). 
盆,m
Now for z, c E H~,, if rankzさr'thenwe can辿owthat f m,n(z, c) =J O holds only if 
叫 Iョ=mr11+2 = .. =加=0, and moreover区mfm,n(z, c)ヂ0implies 
『'+j:S nj :S lj (l :S j :Sr" -r'), 
0:: 巧：： lj (r" -r'く j:S r"). 
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Now we write l':= (li, .. ,lr,), l" := (lr'+l,・・・,lr",o, .. ,o). Then we can show that if 
l" :S n :S1 then 
（入ー亨 +n)盆,=り（入— ~(r'+j -1) + nj t 




























X L 2 位 I ~ 111:0:n:SJ い—壮+1Lax{幻 +l"-1,恥}m ( Lfm,n 『a―1b,c-『a―lb)
EC[入l
E 1 IC 1 
（入）盆+I'(入—尉＇） Q入]@P(Hr) = min{幻 +I",I} （入）p(k,I) 
Q入］⑳P(Hり，
and hence (入）p(k,I)〈det(x)kf(z), etr(X万）〉入，xis holomorphic. This completes the proof of 
Corollary 2.8. 
4 Proof of the 1st identity of the main result 
In this section we prove the 1st identity of Theorem 2.1. For the proof we use the Laplace 
trans! arm. We recall that the Laplace transform£: び（町）→ 0(町+ ✓可Hr)and its 
mverse are given by 
(£f)(A) := j e―tr(AX) f(A) dA 
叫
(£-lg)(X) := 1 J etr(AX) 
(21ry'=I)n z+← IHr g(X)dX 
(XE H:+ ✓ 可Hふ
(A EH:). 
Here the 2nd formula does not depend on the choice of ZEH:. Next, for a EC, s E er, 
let 
r d . 
じ(a+s) := (21r)守}]/(a+si―2(1-1)), 
rr(a) := rr(a + Qふ
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so that 
rr(a + m) 
じ(a) = (a)m holds form E (Z:::oY-Then the following is known. 
Theorem 4.1 (Gindikin (1964), [3, Lemma XI.2.3]). Let Re入＋加＞竺ー l. FoT 
/E和 (Hり， A,Z E H:, X, W E H: + ✓ 可Hr,we have 
j e―tr(A(X+W)) f (A) det(A)入ー召dA=じ（入+m)f((X+ W)―1) det(X + W)―¥ 
Hf 
rr(入十m)j etr(AX) f((X + W)―1) det(X + W)―入dX=e―tr(AW)f (A) det(A)入—田
(21ry'-1)n Z十v'=IHr
In the 2nd formula we set W = 0.Then we have 
じ（入）
(21ry'-l)n 
det(A)―入＋号j J(x-1) det(X)―入dX= l f(A). 
z+←I止（入）m
Then comparing this with the Faraut-Koranyi's result 




Lemma 4.2. For Re入＞ーー 12n r , f E P(H~), A EH;:, we have 
〈f,etr(瓦）〉= rr(入）
入 (27ry'=I)n
det(A) —入十~j J(x-1) det(X)虹 X.
z+✓ 可Hr
This does not depend on the choice of Z E H; 土
Now we start the proof of the 1st equality. For X = (~y) E屈(lF),we write y z 
Proj1 (;. ;) = x E H~(lF), Proj2 (~y) = z E H名(lF).Then b the above lemma y z y ' 





= det(A)―入十序 rr(入） J etr(AX) ( k 
(27ry'=I)n I+y"=I止
<let Proj1(X-1)) f (ProjiX-1)) det(X)―入dX.
Then since for X = (;. ;) E応(lF)we have 
x-1 = (位 -yz―ly•)-1 ー (x -yz—ly•)-lyz—1 
-z―1y*(x -yz—ly•)-1 (z -y*x―ly)-1) , 





= det(A)―入＋号じ（入） j etr(AX) <let ((x -yz―1が）―lt
(21rA)n I+□ Hr 
X f ((zー がX―ly)―1)det(zー がX―ly)―入det(x)―入dX
= det(A)—入＋序じ（入） J etr(AX) 
(21rJ言）n I十□Hr f ((zー がX-ly)-1)
x det(z ーがX―ly) ―入—k det(x) •— kdet(zldX 
= det(A)王 9 じ（入） 111 etr(ax)+2恥 tr(by*)+tr(cz)
(21rJ可）n I十vC"IHr
X f ((zー がX―ly)―1)det(z ーがX―ly)→—k det(x) •— k det(z)kdxdydz 
= det(A)―臼 <letに）k fr(入） 111 etr(ax)+2 ReIF tr(by*)十tr(cz)
珈 (2ハ／可）n I十□Hr 
X f ((zー がX―ly)―1)det(zー がX―ly)-入-kdet(x)-入-kdxdydz.
Since f E 乃 (H~,), by using the inverse Laplace formula 
fr"(μ+ I)1 
(21rJ=I)n" I+ご叫
etr(cz) f((z + w)―1) det(z + w)―μdz= e―tr(cw) f(c) det(ct—叶
twice, for x E J + ✓ 二lHr,,y E ✓ 二f.M→", CE H凸weget 









= (入+k)1 (21ry'=I)n" 1十vCfHr11
etr(cz) det(zー がX―ly)―入―kdzf(c). 
Therefore we have 
〈det(x)kf(z), etr(X瓦）〉
入，X
= det(A)―臼<let(瓜）¥2: 喜 111十ごHretr(ax)+2 ReIF tr(by*)+tr(cz) 
X f ((zー がX―ly)―1)det(zー がX―ly)―入―kdet(x)―入―kdxdydz
k 
= (入：k), det(A)叫 <let員）(2: 塁い111十vCfHretr(ax)+2恥 tr(by*)+tr(cz)




= (入+k),det(A)ー 臼<letに） (21rA)nfr十y'=IHretr(AX) det(x)-入-kdXf(c) 
1 
= det(A)臼 <let( 
0 k rr(入）




X det (羞）k det(c -b*a―lb)入十k予 det(a)入十k訂 (c)




This computation is originally done for A E H只lF),but since the both sides are holomor-
phic, this equality holds for al A E H印(lF).This proves the 1st eq叫 ity.
5 Proof of the 2nd, 3rd and 4th identities of the main 
result 
In this section we prove the 2nd, 3rd and 4th identities of Theorem 2.1. We write b*a-1b =: 
z EH~, and入 dr'=:μ, so that入 n=入 drt n" 
2 2 r=μ 戸holds.Then our aim 1s 
to prove, for f E 乃(H~,),
det(c-z)―µ十~det 員）k det(c -z)µ+k—巧(c)
(-k)m 
= (μ)!s.r" L L fm,n(Z -C, c) 
m (μ)m n 
= (μ)Js.r1区(μ+ k) 







Since each side is holomorphic with respect to z, c, it is enough to prove this when c-z E 
H;:;,. To do this, we recall the Riesz distribution. For Re a >号ー 1,let 
l " 凡(w):= det(w)"ー?TlH:, E S'(Hr"). 
rr"(a) 
Then Ra (w) E S'(Hr") is analytically continued for al a E C as distributions, and for 
a= -k E -Z::: ゜’
R_k(w) = det (喜）＼。
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holds (see [3, Theorem VII.2.2]). This Ra(w) is called the lliesz distribution. Especially, 
when c-z EH芦;,the formula (A'), 
8 k 
det(c -z) —µ+~det (― det(c -z)µ+k-~f(c) 
~dct(c- z)―μ十,;de:(~r dct(c -z + w)'*—巧(c+w) w~o 
゜
k 
= det(c -z) —µ+~det (--) det(c -z -wt+k—~f(c-w) 
~det(c-z)―,+,; L(e-,:~,l (<let員）',。)det(c-z-w)二巧(c-w)dw 
= det(c -z) —µ+~j R_k(w) det(c -z -wt+kー巧(c-w)dw 
wE(c-z-H占）
is viewed as the analytic continuation of 
det(c -z) —µ+~J 
rrrr(-k) H:,,n(c-z-H:,,) 
det(w) —k-~det(c -z -w?+k-~f(c -w) dw. 
Therefore, by putting -k =: a, μ+ k =: /3 so that (μ)!i,., =い(μ+k)=ニrr(μ) rr(a+fJ)' it is 
enough to prove 
det(c -zt°'-/3十~j det(w)°'-~det(c -z -w)f3一巧(c-w)dw 
H:,1n(c-z-H占）
rr11(a)い(/3) (a)m 
= L rr11(a + /3) m (a+ f3)m n L fm,n(z -c, c) 
rr11(a)い(/3) (/3)n 




for Rea, Re/3 >』-1. We note that the formula (A") is written in a more symmetric 
form 
det(c -z)-a三 J n ” det(w -z)→ det(c -w)企三f(c+z-w)dw,
(z+ H:,)n(c-H:,) 
but we do not use this expression for the proof. 
To prove these equalities, for 1, m, n E zr" with li~ ・ ・ ・ ~lr" ~0, m1 ~ ・・・ ~mr11 ~ 
0, n1~ ・ ・ ・ ~nr"~0, we define vector spaces P; 五(H~, ① H幻，判~.n(H~, ① H幻 C
P(H~,)®P(H~,) as 
T五，n(H~, EB H~,) := {f(z, c) E'F沿,(H~,)®'Fぶ (H~,) I f (z, z) = 0}, 
P:U,n(H~, ④ H~,) := {f(z, c) E Pm(H~,)®Pn(H~,) I f(z, z) E P1(H芦）｝
n 匹，n(H~, ①犀）主
Then the following holds. 
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(2) Let Rea, Re/3 >叶ー l.If f(z, c) E P~,n(H~, CD H~,), then for z EH; 方， wehave 
det(z)-a-/3+~j det(w)"-~det(z -w)f3ー巧(w,z-w)dw=O.
H:,1n(z-H占）
When f(z, c) E 礼，n(H~, ①H幻isa highest weight vector under the diagonal action 
of GL(r",lF), this is proved by a similar way as in [3, Theorem VIl.1.7 (i)]. Then by 
GL(r", lF)-equivariance, this holds for al f (z, c) E 礼，n(H~, ① H~,)-
By this lemma, (A") = (B") is proved as 
det(c -z)-a-(3+~j det(w)°'-~det(c -z -w)f3—匂(c-w) dw 
H:,,n(c-z-H占）
” ” = det(c -z)-a-(3+~J n det(w)゜ プdet(c-z -w)f3--
H誓 (c-z-H:,,)




m rr"(a + /3十m) n 
L fm,n(-(c -z), c) 
rr"(a)い(/3) (a)m 
= L い(a+ /3) m (a + f3)m n L fm,n(z -c, c), 
and (A") = (C") is proved as 
det(c -z)-a-{3十~j det(w)"'-~det(c -z -w)臼一匂(c-w)dw 
H誓 (c-z-H:,,)
= det(c -z)-a-/3+~j det(w)"'-~det(c -z -w)f3-~f(z + c -z -w) dw 
H:,1n(c-z-H占）
= det(c -z)-a-{3名 j det~w)"'-~det(c-z-w)f3-~Lfmn z c-z-w)dw 
Hい(c-z-H+ , ('r r1 m,n 
=L 
い(a)rr11((3+ n) 
ll rr11(a + (3+ n) m 
L fm,n(z, C -z) 
rr11(a)し (3) (f3)n ＝区rr11(a + (3) n (a+ f3)n m , 区fmn(z,c-z).
On the other hand, the proof of (A") = (D") is more complicated. First, by the 
GL(r",lF)-equivariance, it suffices to prove for one non-zero f(z) E 乃 (H~,). Here we set 
f(z) = W1(z), 
糾z)E A(H~ ふ と叫z)= etr(z). 
li2'. …2'.lr12'.0 
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Then we sum up the formula (A") with respect to 1. Then we get 
Ldet(c -z)-a-f)玉 J n ” det(w)°'ー-;:rdet(c -z -w)f! ー臼1(c-w)dw
I H:,1n(c-z-H占）
= det(c -z)-a→ j det(w)°-~det(c -z -w /3-~etr(c-w)dw 
H:,,n(c-z-H凸） ） 
n" 
=det(c-z□J -1 <let(咋二 w咋二-1 n1 a--;:r 
H:,1n(c-z-H:,,) 
） 
x det(J -~-1w~ ご）{3-白tr(c-w)dw
= j det(w)正~det(J -w)13叶etr(c)-tr(~w戸）dw 
H:,,n(I-H占）
= j det(w)→ ; det(J -w)f3一 ~etr(c)-tr(w(c-z))dw
H:,,n(I-H凸）
= J det(w)"-t det(J -w)f3-tetr(wz)+tr((I-w)c)dw. 
H:,1n(I-H占）
Now we expand etr(xy)+tr(zw) as 
etr(xy)+tr(zw) =五(~心 (x,z;y,w)+K五，u(x,z; y, w) 
彎礼.(H;,① H~,),,. 汀いH~,l 犀）,.) 
〶（冗，u(H~, 〶 H訊，z®和，u(H;,〶犀）y,w))・ 
Then叱，n(z,c) = K~,n(z, c; I,I) = K如，n(I,I;z, c) holds. Therefore, by Lemma 5.1 we 
get 
又det(c-z)-a-/3+~J n ” det(w)"'-;;:rrdet(c -z -w)f3ーパ1(c-w)dw
I H;,,n(c-z-H;,,) 
= J det(w)"'-~det(J -w)f3-~etr(wz)十tr((I-w)c)dw
叫 (I-H占）










lい(a+/3)(a + /3)1 m,n L(a加(/J)n叱，n(z,c).
Then projecting both sides to 〶m,n 礼，u(H名④ H~,), we get (A")= (D"). 
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